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         Strategy for SUSY 

    Discovery at the LHC
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Strategy for SUSY Discovery at the LHC 
 R-parity conserving SUSY
final states:

- Large Missing Transverse Energy (MET)
- Large jet multiplicity
- Large total transverse energy

 Backgrounds include
 QCD multijets + “fake” MET

 - Jets mis-measured
 - Dead or uninstrumented regions of detector
 - Punch-Trough
 - QCD overlaped with:
      -cosmics
       - machine-inducuced backrounds 
 - Leptonic decays
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SUSY Signal and QCD

  Even after cuts, QCD remains a very important background.
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Topology: SUSY vs. QCD
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       Fake MET Rejection
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Cleaning cuts: ATLAS Fiducial
 Regions

 Non-fiducial regions: QCD jets
fall in poorly instrumented regions:
fake MET.

 As ATLAS MET resolution 
scales with           , significance
(S) is used to distinguish real from
fake MET, where:

 A significance of MET above what 
is expected from energy fluctuation 
is observed when a jet falls
near a crack region

 Some of the variance in S will 
be caused by non-uniformity in
energy-resolution.
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Jet-MET  correlationsФ

 When a  jet is mismeasured because it lands
partially in an uninstrumented region, the MET is pulled 
close in Ф to the mismeasured jet.        
              
 Reject events in which MET is closely  
  associated with one of leading jets in the Ф
  plane (standard at Tevatron). 

                                                                                                                           MET > 100 GeV
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Jet-MET  correlations (cont)Ф
 For background rejection purposes, generalize for 3 leading jets: 
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Cosmic Ray Backgrounds 
 Cosmic rays, triggered by themselves or  

overlapping with QCD jets/minbias can generate fake MET.

 Because of it's precision ( ~ 1 ns ) calorimeter timing can be a 
powerful tool to remove fake MET:

 t=TOF =tup -tdown

 t ~ -18 ns for cosmics
 t=0 for particles from proton-proton collisions 
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  Systematic Uncertainties in 

QCD Background Estimates
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Monte Carlo systematics

 Evaluate systematic uncertainties arising from:
  
      - Parton Distribution Functions (PDF's)

      - Underlying Event Models

      - Jet Energy Scale

      - Monte Carlo Generators 

    in terms of “effective mass”: 

    where the sum runs over the 4 leading jets.
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Parton Distribution Functions

 All cross-sections at the LHC rely on knowledge of PDF's.

 High-pT jets particularly sensitive (bigger effect in Meff)
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Underlying Event

 MC generation of QCD events sensitive to the underlying event.

 Contribution from multiple hard scatters between the beam 
remnants (Multi Parton Interactions) can lead to an increase 
in underlying jet energies and produce additional jets.
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Jet Energy Scale (JES) Uncertainty 
 Irreducible experimental uncertainty in MC QCD background
 estimation will arise from JES uncertainty. 

 Estimation: for each event, the energy and and momentum of each
jet has been scaled by a constant factor, corresponding to 10%, 5%, 
3%, and 1% uncertainty on the JES. With resulting change in jet
momenta also adjust MET. 

JES uncertainty of 10% results in Meff uncertainty of 50 150%, ‐

JES uncertainty of 3% results in Meff uncertainty of 10 30%.‐

JES uncertainty of 1% results in Meff uncertainty of 5 10%.‐
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Generator Comparison:
PYTHIA vs. ALPGEN

2 highest-pt jets softer in PYTHIA because additional partons are
 emitted from the leading partons using splitting functions.
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Generator Comparison:
PYTHIA vs. ALPGEN (cont)

 As expected Meff distribution is also softer for PYTHIA
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            Data-Driven 

    Background Estimates
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Data Driven Background Estimates

 Inherent systematic and statistical uncertainties on Monte 
Carlo based QCD background estimates limit their use in 
early LHC running.

 Will require sufficient data to understand:
      - ATLAS detector response
      - QCD at 10-14 TeV

 Data-driven approach: reduce MC dependence 
smearing jet p T  from QCD multijet data in regions of low 
Etmiss.

 Use data-measured jet response function R.
    R ≡ distribution of event-by-event ratios of measured jet pT to true jet pT 

 Measure calorimeter response to jets from data:
                3 steps (Gaussian R, Non-Gaussian R, jet pT smearing)
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Gaussian response function  

 “ETmiss projection method”: use transverse momentum 
conservation in   + jetγ  events to calculate Gaussian response 
of calorimeters to jets from the the distribution of the photon-jet 
pT balance R1:

                                                              (events contain only one jet)

 The R1 distribution was measured in bins of pT
γ  and each

  was fitted with a Gaussian function.
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Full (Gaussian + non-Gaussian) response function

 Non-gaussian response:  use events in which one and
 only jet “J” is parallel or antiparallel to MET.

 The response of the ATLAS calorimeters to jet “ J” if its 
pT lies in the non-Gaussian tail can be obtained from: 
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Use G+NG response function to Smear Events

 Simulate  “data” with QCD MC sample

 Use full G+NG response function to smear jet transverse 
momenta in multijet events with low MET

 Normalize to 
MET < 50 GeV

 Other SM:

 SU3 (SUSY)
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Summary
 Wide range of techniques examined for estimating QCD
 backgrounds for SUSY in ATLAS

 Strategies to supress “fake“ MET in ATLAS explored
          - ATLAS fiducial regions
          - jet-MET  Ф correlation
        - Calorimeter and Tracking cuts
          - Timing (cosmic background supression)

 Syytematic Uncertanties (Monte Carlo)
     - PDF's and underlying event --> 20%
     - 5% Jet Energy Scale --> 30% 
      - MC generators --> 50%

 Data-Driven Estimate for the jets + MET in the zero
-lepton channel  with 1 fb-1 could give combined
 uncertainty < 60%

 Further references in: The ATLAS Collaboration, 
   CERN - OPEN 2008 020, Dec. 2008‐ ‐
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        Back-up
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ATLAS jet/MET performance
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